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Abstract
In the presence of outliers, the existing self-organizing rules for
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) perform poorly. Using statistical physics techniques including the Gibbs distribution, binary
decision fields and effective energies, we propose self-organizing
PCA rules which are capable of resisting outliers while fulfilling
various PCA-related tasks such as obtaining the first principal component vector, the first k principal component vectors, and directly
finding the subspace spanned by the first k vector principal component vectors without solving for each vector individually. Comparative experiments have shown that the proposed robust rules
improve the performances of the existing PCA algorithms significantly when outliers are present.

1

INTRODUCTION

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an essential technique for data compression
and feature extraction, and has been widely used in statistical data analysis, communication theory, pattern recognition and image processing. In the neural network
literature, a lot of studies have been made on learning rules for implementing PCA
or on networks closely related to PCA (see Xu & Yuille, 1993 for a detailed reference
list which contains more than 30 papers related to these issues). The existing rules
can fulfil various PCA-type tasks for a number of application purposes.
"'Present address: Dept. of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, E10-243, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.
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However, almost all the previously mentioned peA algorithms are based on the
assumption that the data has not been spoiled by outliers (except Xu, Oja&Suen
1992, where outliers can be resisted to some extent.). In practice, real data often
contains some outliers and usually they are not easy to separate from the data set.
As shown by the experiments described in this paper, these outliers will significantly
worsen the performances of the existing peA learning algorithms. Currently, little
attention has been paid to this problem in the neural network literature, although
the problem is very important for real applications.
Recently, there have been some success in applying t:te statistical physics approach
to a variety of computer vision problems (Yuille, 1990; Yuille, Yang&Geiger 1990;
Yuille, Geiger&Bulthoff, 1991). In particular, it has also been shown that some
techniques developed in robust statistics (e.g., redescending M-estimators, leasttrimmed squares estimators) appear naturally within the Bayesian formulation by
the use of the statistical physics approach. In this paper we adapt this approach
to tackle the problem of robust PCA. Robust rules are proposed for various PCArelated tasks such as obtaining the first principal component vector, the first k
principal component vectors, and principal subspaces. Comparative experiments
have been made and the results show that our robust rules improve the performances
of the existing peA algorithms significantly when outliers are present.

2

peA LEARNING AND ENERGY MINIMIZATION

There exist a number of self-organizing rules for finding the first principal component. Three of them are listed as follows (Oja 1982, 85; Xu, 1991,93):
m(t + 1) = m(t) + aa(t)(xy - m(t)y2),
(1)

+ 1) = m(t) + aa(t)(xy - m(~~~(t)y2),
m(t + 1) = m(t) + aa(t)[y(x - iI) + (y - y')X].
m(t

(2)

(3)
where y = m(t)T x, iI = ym(t), y' = m(tf iI and aa(t) 2:: 0 is the learning rate which
decreases to zero as t -- 00 while satisfying certain conditions, e.g., Lt aa(t) =
00,
Lt aa(t)q < 00 for some q> 1.

i

Each of the three rules will converge to the principal component vector
almost
surely under some mild conditions which are studied in detail in by Oja (1982&85)
and Xu (1991&93). Regarding mas the weight vector of a linear neuron with output
y = T x, all the three rules can be considered as modifications of the well known
Hebbian rule m(t + 1) = m(t) + aa(t)xy through introducing additional terms for
preventing IIm(t)1I from going to 00 as t -- 00.

m

The performances of these rules deteriorate considerably when data contains outliers. Although some outlier-resisting versions of eq.(l) and eq.(2) have also been
recently proposed (Xu, Oja & Suen, 1992), they work well only for data which is not
severely spoiled by outliers. In this paper, we adopt a totally different approach-we
generalize eq.(1),eq.(2) and eq.(3) into more robust versions by using the statistical
physics approach.
To do so, first we need to connect these rules to energy functions. It follows from Xu
(1991&93) and Xu & Yuille(1993) that the rules eq.(2) and eq.(3) are respectively
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on-line gradient descent rules for minimizing J 1 (m), J 2 (m) respectivelyl:
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It has also been proved that the rule given by eq.(l) satisfies (Xu, 1991, 93):
(a) hTh2 2: 0,E(hJ) T JJ(h1) 2: 0, with hI
iy-my2, h2
iy- mo/.m y2 ; (b)
E(hl)TE(h3) > 0, with h3 = y(i-iI)+(y-y')i; (c) Both J1 and h have only one
and all the other critical points (i.e.,
local (also global) minimum tr(~) m
the points satisfy 8J ) = 0, i = 1,2) are saddle points. Here ~ = E{ii t}, and
is the eigenvector of r- corresponding to the largest eigenvalue.

=

=

iI'r-i,

ak
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That is, the rule eq.(l) is a downhill algorithm for minimizing J 1 in both the on
line sense and the average sense, and for minimizing J 2 in the average sense.

3

GENERALIZED ENERGY AND ROBUST peA

We further regard J 1 (m), J2(m) as special cases of the following general energy:
N

= ~L Z(ii, m),

Z(ii' m) 2: 0.
i=1
where Z(ii' m) is the portion of energy contributed by the sample ii, and
J(m)

(6)

(7)
Following (Yuille, 1990 a& b), we now generalize energy eq.(6) into

E(V, m)

=

= L:f:1 Vi

Z(ii' m)

+ Eprior(V)

(8)

=

where V {Vi, i
1, .. " N} is a binary field {\Ii} with each \Ii being a random
variable taking value either 0 or 1. \Ii acts as a decision indicator for deciding
whether ii is an outlier or a sample. When \Ii = 1, the portion of energy contributed
by the sample ii is taken into consideration; otherwise, it is equivalent to discarding
ii as an outlier. Eprior(V) is the a priori portion of energy contributed by the a
priori distribution of {Vi}. A natural choice is
N

EpriorCV)

= 11 1:(1- Vi)

(9)

i=1
This choice of priori has a natural interpretation: for fixed m it is energetically
favourable to set \Ii
1 (i.e., not regarding ii as an outlier) if Z(ii' m) < yfii (i.e.,

=

lWe have J1(ffi)

2: 0, since

iTi - m"fm =

lIiW sin 2 (Jxm 2: o.
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the portion of energy contributed by Xi is smaller than a prespecified threshold)
and to set it to 0 otherwise.
Based on E(V, m), we define a Gibbs distribution (Parisi 1988):
1
[= _e-{3E
V,m-]

- m]
P[V

'z

where Z is the partition function which ensures
compute

(10)

'

Lv Lm pry, m] = 1.

Then we

L

-{3 ~ {V,z(x"m)+T/(l-V,)}
Z _ e L..J,

-1

Pmargin(m)

v
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.
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e-{3{V,z(x"m)+T/(l- V,)} = _1_ e-{3EeJJ (m). (11)

Zm

V,={O,l}

EeJj(m) = -1 Llog{1
(3 i

+ e-{3{z(x"m)-T/}}.

(12)

Eel! is called the effective energy. Each term in the sum for Eel I is approximately
z(xi,m) for small values of Z but becomes constant as z(xi,m) -+ 00. In this way
outliers, which are more likely to yield large values of z( Xi, m), are treated differently
from samples, and thus the estimation m obtained by minimizing EeJj(m) will be

robust and able to resist outliers.
Ee! f (m) is usually not a convex function and may have many local minima. The
statistical physics framework suggests using deterministic annealing to minimize
EeJj(m). That is, by the following gradient descent rule eq.(13), to minimize
EeJj(m) for small (3 and then track the minimum as (3 increases to infinity (the
zero temperature limit):
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m t

)

+1

_()
= m t -
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lYb

1

t) ~ 1 + e{3(z(x"m(f))-T/)

,

oz(xi,m(t))
om(t)
.

(13)

More specifically, with z's chosen to correspond to the energies hand J2 respectively, we have the following batch-way learning rules for robust peA:
_(
m t
met

)
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+ 1 =m

+ lYb
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1
(_
m( t)
2)
t ~ 1 + e{3(z(x"m(t))-T/) XiYi - m(t)Tm(t)Yi'

()
14

z

+ 1) = met) + abet) ~ 1 + e{3(Z(;"m(f))-T/) [Yi(Xi - ild + (Yi
,

- yDXi].

(15)

For data that comes incrementally or in the on-line way, we correspondingly have
the following adaptive or stochastic approximation versions
-(

m t

met

()
1
(+ 1) = m-C)
t + aa t 1 + e{3(z(x"m(t))-17) XiYi

+ 1) = met) + aa(t) 1 + e{3(Z(;"m(t))-17) [Yi(Xi

met)
2)
- m(t)T met) Yi ,

- iii)

+ (Yi

- YDXi].

(16)
(17)
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It can be observed that the difference between eq.(2) and eq.(16) or eq.(3) and
eq.(17) is that the learning rate G'a(t) has been modified by a multiplicative factor

1

G'm(t) = 1 + e{j(Z(tri,m(t))-")'

(18)

which adaptively modifies the learning rate to suit the current input Xi. This
modifying factor has a similar function as that used in Xu, Oja&Suen(1992) for
robust line fitting. But the modifying factor eq.(18) is more sophisticated and
performs better.
Based on the connecticn between the rule eq.(I) and J 1 or J2 , given in sec.2, we
can also formally use t il e modifying factor G'm(t) to turn the rule eq.(I) into the
following robust version:

met

4

+ 1) = met) + G'a(t) 1 + e{j(Z(;.,m(t))-,,) (iiYi

- m(t)yi),

(19)

ROBUST RULES FOR k PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

In a similar way to SGA (Oja, 1992) and GHA (Sanger, 1989) we can generalize the
robust rules eq.(19), eq.(16) and eq.(17) into the following general form of robust
rules for finding the first k principal components:

mj(t + 1)

= mj(t) + G'a(t) 1 + e{j(Z(tr)n,m;(t))-,,) ~mj(xi(j), mj(t»,
j-l

Xi(O) = ii,

ii(j + 1) = Xi(j) -

L Yi(r)mr(t),

Yi(j) =

mJ (t)ii(j),

(20)

(21)

r=l

where ~mj(ii(j), mj(t», Z(Xi(j), mj(t» have four possibilities (Xu & Yuille, 1993).
As an example, one of them is given here

dmj(xi(j), mj(t»
.. (.) .. (t»
Z(Xi J ,mj

= (Xi(j)Yi(j) -

- (.)
= Xi.. (')T
J Xi J -

mj(t)Yi(j)2),

Yi(j)2
mj(t)Tmj(t)'

In this case, eq.(20) can be regarded as the generalization of GHA (Sanger, 1989).
We can also develop an alternative set of rules for a type of nets with asymmetric
lateral weights as used in (Rubner&Schulten, 1990). The rules can also get the first
k principal components robustly in the presence of outliers (Xu & Yuille, 1993).

5

ROBUST RULES FOR PRINCIPAL SUBSPACE

=

=

=

=

Let M [ml, .. " mk], ~ [¢1, .. " ¢k], Y [Yl, .. " Ykf and y MT X, it follows
from Oja(1989) and Xu(1991) the rules eq.(l), eq.(3) can be generalized into eq.(22)
and eq.(23) respectively:
(22)
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u-

= M-y, y = MTa

(23)

In the case without outliers, by both the rules, the weight matrix M(t) will converge
to a matrix MOO whose column vectors mj, j = 1,"" k span the k-dimensional
principal subspace (Oja, 1989; Xu, 1991&93), although the vectors are, in general,
not equal to the k principal component vectors ¢j, j = 1, ... , k.
Similar to the previously used procedure, we have the following results:
(1). We can SllOW that eq.(23) is an on-line or stochastic approximation rule which
minimizes the energy 13 in the gradient descent way (Xu, 1991& 93):
N

J 3 (ffi)

= ~ L: IIXi - ai ll 2 ,

a = My,

Y' = MT iI.

(24)

i=l

and that in the average sense the subspace rule eq.(22) is also an on-line "down-hill"
rule for minimizing the energy function Ja.
(2). We can also generalize the non-robust rules eq.(22) and eq.(23) into robust
versions by using the statistical physics approach again:

M(t

+ 1) = M(t) + GA(t) 1 + e!3(I//-U.1I2_'1) [Yi(Xi - ild T
M(t

6

+ 1) =

M(t)

Y1)iT]'

(25)

1
-,..fJ'-~
+ GA(t) 1 + e!3(l/x.-u;1/2_'1)
[y,Xi - YiY, M(t)]

(26)

-

(fii -

EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Let x from a population of 400 samples with zero mean. These samples are located
on an elliptic ring centered at the origin of R3 , with its largest elliptic axis being
along the direction (-1,1,0), the plane of its other two axes intersecting the x - Y
plane with an acute angle (30°). Among the 400 samples, 10 points (only 2.5%) are
randomly chosen and replaced by outliers. The obtained data set is shown in Fig.1.
Before the outliers were introduced, either the conventional simple-variance-matrix
L~l iiX[) or the unrobust rules
based approach (i.e., solving S¢ = A¢, S =
eqs.(I)(2)(3) can find the correct 1st principal component vector of this data set.

k

On the data set contaminated by outliers, shown in Fig.l, the result of the simplevariance-matrix based approach has an angular error of ¢p by 71.04°-a result
definitely unacceptable. The results of using the proposed robust rules eq.(19),
eq.(16) and eq.(17) are shown in Fig.2(a) in comparison with those of their unrobust
counterparts- the rules eq.(I), eq.(2) and eq.(3). We observe that all the unrobust
rules get the solutions with errors of more than 21° from the correct direction of
¢p. By contrast, the robust rules can still maintain a very good accuracy-the
error is about 0.36°. Fig.2(b) gives the results of solving for the first two principal
component vectors. Again, the unrobust rule produce large errors of around 23°,
while the robust rules have an error of about 1. 7° . Fig.3 shows the results of
soIling for the 2-dimensional principal subspace, it is easy to see the significant
improvements obtained by using the robus.t rules.
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Figure 1: The projections of the data on the x - y, y - z and z - x planes, with 10
outliers.
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Figure 2: The learning curves obtained in the comparative experiments for principal
component vectors. (a) for the first principal component vector, RAl, RA2, RA3 denote the robust rules eq.(19), eq.(16) and eq.(17) respectively, and U AI, U A2, U A3
denote the rules eq.(l), eq.(2) and eq.(3) respectively. The horizontal axis denotes
the learning steps, and the vertical axis is (Jm(t)¢Pl with (Jx,y denoting the acute
angle between x and y. (b) for the first two principal component vectors, by the
robust rule eq.(20) and its unrobust counterpart GHA. U Akl, U Ak2 denote the
learning curves of angles (Jml(t)¢Pl and (Jm2(t)¢P2 respectively, obtained by GHA .
RAk 1, RAk2 denote the learning curves of the angles obtained by using the robust
rule eq.(20). In both (a) & (b), pj , j = 1,2 is the correct 1st and 2nd principal
component vector respectively.
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Figure 3: The learning curves obtained in the comparative experiments for for solving the 2-dimensional principal subspace. Each learning curve expresses the change
of the residual er(t) = L:J=ll!mj(t) - L:;=l(mj(tf pr)¢prI12 with learning steps.
The smaller the residual, the closer the estimated principal subspace to the correct
one. SU Bl, SU B2 denote the unrobust rules eq.(22) and eq.(23) respectively, and
RSU Bl, RSU B2 denote the robust rules eq.(26) and eq.(25) respectively.
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